Designing for Active Place Presence at Home: The Hole in Space Design Experiment
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ABSTRACT

Technological support for augmenting the relationship that people establish with remote places has been studied fairly little as the primary focus in telepresence studies is the connection between people. This paper addresses the design challenge for supporting ‘active place presence’ at home. A prototype, Hole in Space, was created to explore the design challenge. A longitudinal study of how an urban couple appropriated the prototype was conducted over the duration of seven months. The paper elaborates on how the Web-mediated design influenced place presence and outlines several aspects that need to be considered when designing for active place presence at home.
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INTRODUCTION

People develop different kinds of attachment to places that play a role in their lives. The nature of the attachment varies depending on the place in question and on people’s past experiences with it. We can only be physically present in one place at a time, and often only the memorized experiences – or memorable things with strong associations (such as physical items that remind us about the place) – mediate the relationship while we are not physically at the place.

Studies about supporting telepresence typically focus on establishing a connection between people, such as co-workers [7], elders and caretakers [3], or family members [1,17,26]. Studies with a place-oriented emphasis have been conducted by focusing on how to facilitate the ambient awareness of the immediate surroundings of a particular locale [e.g., 5,8]. The connection to a remote place has remained less attended to, see [23]. From this premise, to support living with the presence of a remote place, an interactive artefact for domestic use was built [38], (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The “Hole in Space” prototype in test use.

With the Hole in Space prototype we explored the influence of the artefact to what we call place presence. We use the term to refer to the influence of a place in people’s daily life. It may be manifested in discussion, memorising, planning, experiencing, etc. where the place is treated as a topic. We use the conceptualisation of place by Harrison and Dourish [15:69], who define place as “a space which is invested with understandings of behavioral appropriateness, cultural expectations, and so forth.” Turner and Turner [31:205] crystallise this idea place into the following scheme: “PLACE = SPACE + MEANING”.

The contribution of this paper is fourfold: Firstly, we define place presence as a design challenge. Secondly, we demonstrate the design process of the prototype that was intended to mediate active place presence at home. Thirdly, we study the ways in which the artefact influenced the place presence of a family summer cottage over the duration of seven months. And finally, we discuss the dilemmas that were surfaced during the study.

ACTIVE PLACE PRESENCE AS A DESIGN OBJECTIVE

Relph [25] argued that humans have a deep need for associations with significant places, and that places have an
According to Tuan [30], conceptual place experience refers to representations of places but as displays of who the people living in the place are as well as contribute it to become aesthetically more diverse. An example of conceptual experience would be a place through a geography book or with a map.

Harrison and Dourish [15] were the first to bring considerations of place into the field of the interaction design and argued that it is important to differentiate between the concepts of *space* and *place* in the design of interactive systems. They saw spaces as three-dimensional structures and places as spaces invested with understandings of appropriate behaviour and cultural expectations [15] alike Turner and Turner [31]. Harrison and Dourish [15] were working on theorising the development of virtual environments. Our current focus is the development of technology-mediated physical artefacts that are capable of extending place presence in the real physical world.

We define place presence as the influence of a place upon people’s daily life, and it may be manifested in discussion, memorising, planning, experiencing, etc. where the place is treated as a topic. Traditional ways to extend intimate place experiences include e.g. souvenirs, journals, photos and videos. A miniature Eiffel tower on bookshelf brings back memories from a trip to Paris, and the painting bought from Chinese students in Beijing remind of the exploration into the Forbidden City. These artefacts change the home as a place not only by associating it with experiences of other places but as displays of who the people living in the place area [5] as well as contribute it to become aesthetically more diverse [22].

According to Tuan [30], conceptual place experience refers to the indirect experiencing of a place through symbols, e.g. through stories, texts and maps. Indirect experiencing does not have the sensual and kinaesthetic qualities of direct experience. Direct place experiences may be technology-mediated in important regards in today’s world with ubiquitous services, which have been conceptualised in terms of Checkpoints, Hotspots, and Standalones [18]. Technology-mediated experiences can be seen to blur boundary between the rigid conceptual-direct distinction by Tuan [30]. Technology-mediated experiences may be pre-conceptual, yet indirect. Consider, e.g. various map-based applications, such as car navigators and GPS maps that provide people with possibilities to have indirect experiences of places while being physically present at a place. Technology-mediated experiences of places can also be indirect but visually real-like. Examples of such designs are Portholes [7], Polyscope [2], and Peepholes [12], which are all work-related designs to mediate the awareness of what happens in a remote place.

**Domestic Designs Connecting to a Remote Place**

There exist numerous domestic designs, which connect home to a remote place. For example, the Digital Family Portraits [24] was a system to connect two places by making framed photos active. The system was designed to contribute to the wellbeing of elderly people living alone, and they could utilise the photo frame to connect to their close ones living in a remote location, who would have similar photo frame there. The Presence Clock [27] was another development that connected two identical clocks in different homes, making the inhabitants in both homes capable of perceiving how much activity was detected around the other clock and displaying the ‘presence’ of people in the other end over the duration of the last 12 hours. Designs, which connect two different places through the detected activity at the other location include e.g. the Picture Frame and Augmented Mirror [6], Ambient Plant, and Check-In Tree [1]. All these designs, however, are addressed to convey presence and awareness related to activities and whereabouts of people rather than targeted to the augmenting the relationship between people and places. The Home Awareness [21] prototype is different in that it is explicitly targeted at enriching the experience of a particular place through the sound, light, and temperature that it represents on the basis of the measurements at the remote place.

The connection to a remote place to extend intimate place experience is less studied. The study reported by Wyche and Chetty [35] a low-tech prototype was created in the form of a picture frame and an analogue clock. It was equipped with imagery from the remote home of studied Africans residing in the US. The aim of the design was to give the sensation of “seeing” the homes via preselected pictures that were processed according to the current conditions at the remote end. Even though the pictures were not actually captured in real time, they still provided connectedness to the home country and enabled the study participants to reflect on their experiences about the remote place. The LiveNature design concept reported by Mughal et al. [23] explored how mobile web casting could support the place experience of a cherished remote location.

**Designing for the Home**

Home is in many regards problematic in the point of view of interactive systems design. People’s domestic routines are organised in complex, distributed, and collaborative ways around ‘ecological habitats,’ ‘activity centres,’ and ‘coordinate displays’ [4]. Domestic human computer interaction (HCI) technologies are often considered under the concept “smart home.” In fact, until the term was coined approximately 15 years ago [16], designing HCI specifically for the home received relatively little attention. The majority of studies in the smart home field have been
technology oriented, focusing on integration of computational and Web-based technologies in the domestic context without paying attention to aspects such as integrating technologies in the domestic practices of people [4,14]. According to Taylor et al. [29], the concept of the smart home presents intelligence as a property of the environment rather than of its inhabitants. They argue that making a home truly “smart” also entails considering the people in the whole.

Moreover, what people find appropriate designs into their homes depend much on aesthetic considerations. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton [5] found out in their investigation of meanings of objects in the domestic environment that it hosts a variety of things whose utilitarian value was considered less important than the value of other meanings such as memories, style, and experiences that people associated with them. The process through which things become placed as part of our lives is very complex at homes, since, in addition to the complexities of becoming personal objects, the designs need to be crafted in ways considerate of the characteristics of domestic spaces and materials [13]. For example, while personal computers that were designed for the office were efficient for some tasks, they conflicted with the aesthetics of the home. When technology manifests itself through expressive artefacts, rather than functional gadgets, a more holistic perception of the “aesthetic” [22] is needed.

Hallnäs and Redström (ibid.) appraise Weiser and Brown’s [33] idea of calm technology for meeting people’s needs to be undisturbed. A key aspect of calm technology is its capability to fall into periphery, i.e. informing without burdening, and then be taken into the centre of attention, awareness and control. To sum up, the challenge of designing for active place presence at home comprises of

1. the value of significant places for people,
2. the different kinds of place-experiences, namely intimate, conceptual, and mediated,
3. and the challenges related to designing for the home.

Below we present an experiment where an interactive system, called Hole in Space, was designed for active place presence.

THE HOLE IN SPACE EXPERIMENT

The Hole in Space experiment was part of a 2-year research project to study possibilities to develop web-connected physical artefacts for the home. The project involved an initial phase, where a variety of ideas were created in workshops that were based on initial studies of users (interviews with 24 users in their homes in UK + self-documentation and interview study with 5 users in their homes in Finland) and web-related technologies. Three design prototypes of interactive systems (Manhattan [39], Tokens of Search [19] and Hole in Space [38]) were created and studied, each of the prototypes having a different research focus. The Hole in Space prototype was dedicated to the study of active place presence in order to learn how to support this with web-based technologies.

Designing the Hole in Space Prototype

During the Domesticating Search project four co-design workshops were organised with participants from two design research units, one in UK and one in Finland. Each workshop had between 12-16 participants from different professional and cultural backgrounds. The different workshops were each grounded on different groundwork materials, such as user portraits, field study videos, and material props. The workshop participants were potential users of the designs, as the focus was on domestic artefacts, and the design choices made during the process were largely based on the evolving ‘sense of relevance’ [37].

The design concept was originally conceived in a co-design workshop and expressed as “a Portal into another place about which you care”. It was mocked up with a transparent half-dome and foam board (Figure 2). In the first articulation of the idea, the size of the dome was considered to be large so that people could put both of their hands on it and use the dome as a tactile interface to the device. The envisioned functionalities at this first stage involved video stream, weather (especially remote temperature perceptualised through the changing temperature of the physical dome), and audio and news streams from the distant location. Already this first articulation of the design featured a clear set of ideas about interactivity: 1) a window for seeing to another place, 2) proximity-based feedback through visuals and audio, 3) touch-based feedback about weather, and 4) a bevel in the window that enabled adjusting the settings of the device.

![Figure 2. The first mock-up of the ‘Portal’.](image)

Through iterations of the idea, the conceived information content (i.e. video, audio, and news streams with weather information) remained largely unchanged, while the physical form of the device as well as the designed user-interactions underwent transformations. The first iteration of the physical form continued with a convex display (Figure 3, left). However, the convex display was considered technically too challenging to develop with enough visual fidelity. Thus, an alternative concave form...
was developed (Figure 3, right). The circular aperture was considered visually appealing and interactionally intriguing as it enabled peering into the device and revealing the image only a part at a time. At the time of switching to concave form the name of the design concept was changed from ‘Portal’ to ‘Hole in Space.’ The physical design was then iterated to accommodate a tablet PC (Samsung Series 7 Slate) to be used as the display. After two iterations the box was made smaller and more rectangular. The colour was also chosen to be neutral (white) to avoid the device to be visually provoking and to contribute it to better blend into the domestic environment.

A skilled artisan was recruited to make the final design of the physical artefact in order to give the device a physical appearance of an artefact that people could like to have placed on a visible spot at home. He crafted appealing dovetail joints into the box, which now comprised Nordic birch wood and black acrylic. The final polish was given with a translucent white wood wax (Figure 4).

Detailed interaction design started once the overall physical shape and material of the device were fixed. The materiality of the device provoked the team to consider particular ways to interact, such as by knocking the box and using the surface of the device as a touch-sensitive control, which would feel engaging with the elegant wooden box and its black acrylic face. The team chose to use the rim of the hole in the front panel as the main interface for user input. Also, as the hole enabled putting one’s hand inside the device, it was considered as an opportunity to provide tactile feedback, see Figure 5.

The team considered using the rim as a cyclic touch interface that would enable scrolling, zooming (with a pinch-like gesture with two hands or fingers) and tapping. They explored, enacted and discussed various alternatives for what would happen through different ways to interact with the device. The interaction design was conducted in close dialogue with technical implementation in order to ensure that the designed interactions were technically feasible. For example, one feature that the team considered was a history browser, which could be enabled by simply scrolling the rim; once released, the view would return to the current moment. The team also considered modes, where by zooming out, the user would be given a selection of views, such as news feed and live video.

The final addition to the interaction design was made with the intent to provide a calm lead-in into the interaction with the device. This happened partly as a response to the technical limitation of data bandwidth over cellular networks in the planned test context in relation to people’s attachment to their summer cottage in Finland. The limited bandwidth required the team to make a choice between a very bad-quality live stream and slowly updating image with better quality. The team decided to go with the better image quality, which nevertheless resulted in a too static feel as the image updated only once in every 10 seconds. To compensate this the design team developed a dynamic lead-in pattern based on the proximity of the user (Figure 6).
place, would smoothly grow increasingly detailed finally revealing the image in its full resolution (1280x720 pixels).

In addition to the imagery from remote webcam the final implementation featured news feeds, wind information, and radio channels from the remote location. The rim of the hole was made into touch sensitive control with an array of capacitive sensors. With the rim the user could browse news titles from RSS feed and switch between radio stations from the remote place. The box had two fans inside, which were used to deliver a sense of wind from the remote location based on web weather data. These were controlled by a small IR sensor inside the box, which was triggered by a hand placed inside the hole.

**Pilot Tests in Homes**

To ensure that the device would work properly, two pilot studies were organised. The first pilot test was conducted in Scotland in a household of two young adults. The focus was on learning how the prototype would work when be placed in an actual home environment rather than in office where the interactions were initially programmed. The appropriate distance for the visual lead-in was explored with different ranges, and various technical issues were resolved, e.g., using a personal webcam as the source for the imagery, and the behaviour of the lead-in pattern when multiple people would be in front of the device.

The second pilot test was organized in a household of four people (husband, wife, and two girls aged 8 and 11). The prototype was placed in Helsinki, Finland. One of the studied issues was the possibility to use existing webcam streams in the device, since it would avoid the need to travel to the remote location to install a new camera (which would be problematic to maintain remotely). Hence, the second pilot study used an existing webcam in a city where the relatives of the family were living. The city was Portland, Maine, USA. This test aimed also at learning how a family would appropriate the system, where it would find its place, and what kind of role it would take on when set into the real-life context of a family with children. Also it was considered a curiosity to see if the six hours’ time difference would matter in the development of the place experience, as it would reveal more significant differences in daylight and weather as compared to locations within the same country.

This second pilot suggested that, while the connection to the remote time zone was considered to provide a stronger emotional bond to the remote location, the news and radio were uninteresting. This was likely due to the fact that the family did not have a previous connection to the news sources nor the radio channels in that remote place. They considered that it would be different if the remote place were their own summer cabin, where the local dialect would be audible on the radio and the local news might provoke personal associations. It was also learned that the position of the webcam in the remote location was important. The participants commented that they would like to know exactly where the camera was and where it was pointing. During the second pilot final technical tweaks were made before the longer deployment of the device. The family considered the physical design pleasing, and they placed the device on a visible spot in their living room.

**ACTIVE SUMMER COTTAGE PRESENCE AT HOME**

Based on the experiences of the pilots, a study setup was designed for exploring how Hole in Space could contribute to the place presence of a family summer cottage in Finland. There were mainly three reasons for this. Firstly, a summer cottage is a special place for many Finnish people, hence enabling the study of the connection between home and a remote place, rather than between people in different locations. Secondly, in Finland many families have a summer cabin within a driving distance from home, which would make it practically feasible to actually visit the remote location and install a webcam with cellular data connectivity there. And thirdly, people’s use of their summer cottage varies radically depending on season, and it was expected that a longer study could reveal aspects of place attachment and place presence, which could only be revealed by a study spanning several seasons. A time frame of seven months, from spring to fall, was chosen for the study. It was also considered that the longer time frame could surface how people would develop their own routines of use beyond initial explorative use.

In Finland there were in total 489,000 summer cottages in 2010 [28], which is relatively high when compared to the total population of less than 5.4 Million in 2010. Owning a summer cottage is not elitist in Finland. For the study we chose a middle-aged married couple, a female (participant S1) and male (participant S2), who represented fairly well Finnish middle-class people owning a summer cabin. They lived in the Helsinki metropolitan area and their cottage was located approximately 100 km north of the home, which made the installation of a remote camera not too demanding for researchers coming from Helsinki. The couple also had a strong bond with their cottage, and the standard of equipment at the cottage was equivalent to that at their home. This enabled to play down effects of introducing technology (in general) to a new environment.

**Data Collection**

The study began with an initial interview with at the participants’ home in order to understand their relationship with their cottage. The interview was done with one researcher who was accompanied by a researcher who installed the Hole in Space device. The interview covered questions such as: What does the place (summer cottage) mean for you? How would you describe your relation with your summer cottage? What types of activities are associated with the summer cottage? What role does technology play in your connection with it? The interview was open enabling the study participants also to bring up themes unanticipated by the interviewer. They were also given contact usage instructions and information for
technical support. The remote camera was installed at the summer cabin during the same week as the first interview. The participants were informed that they could freely move the HiS device and the remote camera to locations they found desirable.

In total three semi-structured interviews were conducted with the participants in their home by the same researcher. The interviews were evenly distributed over the study period (start, middle, and end) in order to reveal possible changes in the place experience of remote place, and to identify possible emerging practices related to the experiment. Both of the study participants were present in all of the interviews. The participants were also instructed to contact a researcher by email or phone bi-weekly in order ensure the participants being still engaged with the study, and to record any questions, observations, etc. that might be forgotten by the time of the next interview.

The recordings from the interviews were transcribed for later analysis, and the Hole in Space system maintained a time-stamped log-file tracking the interactions with the device. The system logged all detected touch interactions with the sensors, including the triggered outcomes of these events, such as browsing the RSS newsfeed, changing radio stations, and triggering the fans on and off. The log file also contained information about possible errors in the application while it was running, about application restarts, and about image downloads from the remote end.

The analysis of the data progressed through identified themes, such as the participants’ relation with the summer cabin and with the device, the use of the device, suggestions for improvement and envisioned uses, placement of the device and camera. The system log was analysed to quantify interactions with the device. Touch interactions were grouped into interaction sessions based on the time stamps: Each stream of detected touch events, with no more than one minute between consecutive log entries, was considered as one interaction session. For each session, we analysed the number of times the RSS news item or the radio station was changed and whether the fan was active during the session.

FINDINGS
It was clear from the beginning that the participants had an existing strong bond with the remote place (their cottage) and were curious to experiment with new technology to stay better connected with it. The opportunity to have a visual link to the cottage especially influenced the participants’ expectations for the trial. For example, the participant S2 thought he would “be actively checking the image to see what was happening at the cottage while we’re away.”

The participants described their cottage as the place where they felt relaxed and enjoyed nature and the company of their family. While nature and relaxation were important parts of the cottage experience, social aspects also shaped their relationship with the place. It served as a venue for connecting with the participants’ immediate family, their daughters and the elderly parents of S2.

Against this background it might be understandable why the participants did not report major changes in their relationship with the cottage during the intervention. S1 pondered: “Well, we go there often, almost every weekend, so there really isn’t any ‘room to be more involved.’ We start planning what to cook etc. already in the middle of the week. I’ve even worked remotely so we can go a day earlier.” The connection with the place was already strong and established and the intervention was not expected to change the meaning of the place itself for the people, but provide a way to ‘extend’ the place into home.

When asked about the possible changes in their relationship with the cottage, i.e. whether the design intervention had affected this and related practices, the participants talked about the device itself and how it came ‘in-between’ their existing relationship with the cottage. They did not consider it to influence their relationship with the cottage, but rather, the cottage was part of the experience mediated by the device. Next, we summarize the key findings about the influence of the Hole in Space design intervention for active place presence of the summer cabin at the home of the study participants.

Hole in Space as Avatar of the Remote Place
The participants began eventually to see Hole in Space as a symbol and as an avatar of the cottage, which was likely to be promoted by the HiS device being the sole object in the participants’ home explicitly associated with the cottage. S1: “We don’t keep ‘cottage stuff’ at home. For example, I couldn’t even imagine putting a photo of it on display. That would be so corny somehow. It’s different now there’s this image that changes. That turned out to be quite nice.” The device reminded of the cottage and triggered related thoughts: “You see it [HiS] and then something comes to mind, like, ‘oh, I wonder if the girls are coming over next weekend, what are we going to cook’” (S1).

The HiS device made the participants consider the box as “the cottage at home”. S1 described it: “I mean, the device was there, and it WAS ‘the cottage,’ the link to that place and to associated things. It’s very subconscious.” The participants considered it with the experience of peering into the device with that of looking out of the summer cabin window. S1 described: “What’s interesting in using it [HiS]? To be able to see the nature. That’s what we do when we’re looking out of the cottage window as well. The view is always terribly important to me. This way I could possibly extend my stay, look out of the window there from here.” HiS was thus not just a window to, but also the window at the cottage. This made it possible to experience remotely something that was specifically a cottage activity, to get the feel of “being there.” We see that the HiS device become an avatar of the summer cabin, as it acted beyond
being a mere symbol, conveying important signals of the character of the place and action from the remote end.

The participants often talked about the device as a separate entity, having its own unique "being." S1 even reported that, when other people asked about the trial, they might just inquire: "How’s the box doing?" S2 continued: "It’s quite nice [the device]. I’m going to miss the box!" This suggests, and for one part explains, that the connection with the device was in a way separate and unique from that with the cottage. Further explanations for this partly separate device connection include a completely new interface, the presence of the device in their home for seven months, and the participants’ appreciation for the design of the device.

Hole in Space as Part of Domestic Routines
When asked why this particular object had found its place in their home, the participants stated that it was probably due to the interactive nature of the device: It was able to provide them with up-to-date information from the summer cabin. The picture contained information that was very local and detailed. Also the fact that the box was the only visible physical thing at home associated solely with the cottage seemed to foster the forming of an explicit bond with the device and with the existing attachment the participants had with their cottage. The device was also adopted to be a part of daily routines. S2 explained: "It’s always the same in the morning. I take a shower, come here into the kitchen and start to make porridge and take a look at the image."

The evolution of the use of HiS is shown in Figure 7, which is based on data logs from the device. In total the log contained 75 interaction sessions where touch gestures were used with the device during 22 separate days during the study period. Average duration of one session was 56 seconds, while some of the sessions lasted for only 2-3 seconds. Average number of RSS feed changes per session was 4.72 (in total: 354 changes). Average number of radio station changes per session was 1.12 (in total: 84). During 76% of the sessions the fan was active (typically for only 0.5-2 seconds at a time).

The logs showed that after the initial phase of experimenting with the features, the use settled into a routine. Both participants said that they checked the device, specifically the picture, twice a day. The interactions that did not have any touch events were not captured in the log, whereby the chart is only suggestive. It is partly based on the verbal account of the participants. By the end of the study, occasional experimenting with other features had ceased. This was confirmed by the system logs, which indicated that 61% of total time used for touch interactions as well as 65% of the radio station changes and 74% of RSS feed browsing occurred during the first two months of the study. There was a secondary peak in usage after the participants returned from their summer holiday at the cottage, indicating that they felt a stronger need for retaining the connection after visiting the cottage for a longer period.

The Camera View as the Main Feature
The participants were initially mostly fascinated by the camera view, and this experience persisted throughout the whole study. The participants emphasised that the image had the capacity to convey both more information in a more local manner than the other channels of the device. S2: “And then there’s the farmer we bought the land from. He’s been keeping us updated on local matters and if there’s something. […] If there’s been, for example, a heavy storm. Then we call him and ask what it looks like at the cottage, if there’s anything concerning the cottage.” With the device’s camera view, the participants now had an alternative way of getting this information directly.

The information from the camera view was appraised to be of special interest at the times of leaving for the cottage. Checking the weather conditions at the cabin through Hole in Space was considered useful. The participants described: “The view, well, you could, for example, check whether it’s been snowing heavily and if the plough guy has been there” (S2). “Yes! And if we need to pack a shovel”(S1). These types of practical effects on participants’ behaviour (what to pack, etc.) were a recurrent theme in the interviews, and their answers suggested a change in the participants’ practices. The image addressed an already existing need and offered an option for developing an existing practice.

Even though HiS could also offer, e.g., the local weather data beyond the wind blow, the augmented data did not include the local details that the participants would consider helpful to support the relationship with this specific locale. Through the picture they could see the exact situation and make practical decisions based upon it.

In sum, the camera view was valuable for the participants for the increased awareness of the situation at the cabin, and thereafter, for practical decision-making. The image was also considered visually appealing with the smooth lead-in pattern when approaching the device.
HiS as a Resource for Social Interaction

Even though HiS did not include in itself a way to directly mediate social communication, it had a secondary effect as an initiator of social activity. In addition to, e.g. reminding to ask the family if they were coming to the cottage, it was a topic of conversation that at the same time provided the participants with information about which to talk. S1 described: “When we were having coffee I’d go and take a look. Like, ‘it’s still showing the car parked in the garden.’ And then we’d talk about it. Yes, we’ve been talking about it.” When asked to elaborate why they interacted with the device this way, e.g., instead of taking turns, S1 explained: “No, I mean, this way you can, like, you tell the other what’s there and then she/he comments.” It seems that having these conversations became a routine in itself instead of the interaction being just about using the device.

As for the other features, such as the news and radio, two main reasons for the low usage were found: 1) The content was not local enough, and 2) The user interface did not meet the participants’ expectations for the content. The participants explained: “I thought that I’d spend more time, for example, reading the news, but for me, you only get this introduction piece and there’s no way to continue to read more” (S1). Hence, the camera view and wind information became features that the participants preferred over the news feeds and the radio.

The Importance of the Placement at Home

At first, the HiS box was set on a desk in the participants’ study (Figure 8, bottom left). The placement turned out to be impractical, as the location required the participants to sit down to use it. This implied longer interaction sessions, which was against the original design reasoning to make the interactions fleeting.

The participants began spontaneously to envision a better location for the device (Figure 8, top left), once the placement at their study was considered too effortful. “I started to think about where it would be practical to use it, and thought it’s the corner [of the counter] over there.” (S2). In addition, S1 also thought about where the device would “fit” best as part of the décor: (S1) “I was just thinking where it would look good. Accidentally, the place just happened to be the same.” The device was soon moved to a more central place on a higher kitchen counter, which resides between the living room and kitchen, where it stayed until the end of the trial (Figure 8, right).

At the end of the trial, the participants emphasized that the central placement at the kitchen was crucial for the use of the device: “We’re here (in the kitchen) every morning and evening; that’s twice a day. It’s quite possible we don’t spend any time in the living room. And the hall, we just walk through it. This place, this was the right one.” The box was thus in view throughout the day, unobtrusively hinting that it was there, standing by. Although the device was quite visible, the participants did not report it demanding attention, or in any way disrupting their activities. They stated that the nice looks of the HiS device contributed to their willingness to keep it visible.

Regarding where to place the remote camera, the participants were unanimous that it should point outward: “If we’re not at the cottage, there’s nothing to see inside” (S1). The camera was first placed to look out of the cottage window into the garden, and it was later moved once. The reasons for the move were the need for variety, and desire to find an angle that allowed for the most aesthetic and widest view possible. For the rest of the trial the camera view covered trees and the parking area (Figure 9). In this way the participants thought they might also be able to see if there were cars parked or people in the yard.

The participants began spontaneously to envision a better placement at their study was considered too effortful. “I started to think about where it would be practical to use it, and thought it’s the corner [of the counter] over there.” (S2). In addition, S1 also thought about where the device would “fit” best as part of the décor: (S1) “I was just thinking where it would look good. Accidentally, the place just happened to be the same.” The device was soon moved to a more central place on a higher kitchen counter, which resides between the living room and kitchen, where it stayed until the end of the trial (Figure 8, right).

At the end of the trial, the participants emphasized that the central placement at the kitchen was crucial for the use of the device: “We’re here (in the kitchen) every morning and evening; that’s twice a day. It’s quite possible we don’t spend any time in the living room. And the hall, we just walk through it. This place, this was the right one.” The box was thus in view throughout the day, unobtrusively hinting that it was there, standing by. Although the device was quite visible, the participants did not report it demanding attention, or in any way disrupting their activities. They stated that the nice looks of the HiS device contributed to their willingness to keep it visible.

Regarding where to place the remote camera, the participants were unanimous that it should point outward: “If we’re not at the cottage, there’s nothing to see inside” (S1). The camera was first placed to look out of the cottage window into the garden, and it was later moved once. The reasons for the move were the need for variety, and desire to find an angle that allowed for the most aesthetic and widest view possible. For the rest of the trial the camera view covered trees and the parking area (Figure 9). In this way the participants thought they might also be able to see if there were cars parked or people in the yard.
footage, to be able to see some movement. Trees, possibly even animals.” The participants also had an idea of adding audio from the cottage to the view: “It’d be great if you could add the sounds, birdsong. That’d be lovely!” (S1). The suggested “soundscape” would be local enough to add to the participants’ “feel of being there.”

The participants further pondered whether the system could be used as a sort of a security camera: “We could maybe keep an eye on grandfather [S2’s elderly father]? Just to see if everything’s OK.” Also, possible damage to the cottage was mentioned. However, there was some hesitation: “On the other hand, now the system is positive. With the security camera, thinking fear is always present. You’re just waiting for something bad to happen” (S1). The same ambivalence was present when the participants discussed adding social features to the system. They expressed that it might be nice if there was, for example, an “OK button” that you could press after arriving at the cottage and HiS would then convey this information to people at home. Still, this would also change the nature of HiS from a previously unobtrusive device into something that requires active attention and control.

Lastly, the participants commented that the UI could be well suited for information visualisation. S1 stated: “You could add the weather data into the image? The temperature from both outdoors and indoors (at the cottage)? And you could possibly even store the weather data here, like in a diary?”

**DISCUSSION**

Reflecting on the experiment the most surprising finding was about how specific and detailed the connection to the remote place needs to be. We first designed the prototype to use generally available webcams online near the targeted remote place, but these did not support the connection to the intended regard. By allowing the participants to place and point the webcam in their desired way, the process enabled the inhabitants to take ownership of the remote view. It also contributed to the physical device at home to ‘become the cottage’ at home, because of the similarity of the view through the device and their cottage window. This is different to, e.g., the studies Gaver et al. [8,10,11] who used a long-term situated approach to the study of several design prototypes, which exemplified how information available through the Web can be used to increase awareness about various phenomena in a domestic environment.

Live video streaming from a remote location through mobile web casting to augment people’s experience of a remote place has been studied by Mughal et al. [23] and by Wang et al. [32]. The specificity issue did not surface in these studies as only the sky of a remote location was streamed over web. Sky does not have similar location-specific visual permanence and identity as landscape. Our findings support the kind of specificity described by Gaver [9] in connection with his experiment called Video Window, which nevertheless, was a local installation. The design was a simple camera view from his home rooftop delivered to a screen hanging beside his bedroom window. Gaver [9] writes that “getting it right” took a significant amount of work, and this work involved both practical and aesthetic aspects to create an experience that he “wanted to live with”. Our research confirms that there is significant amount of work that the participants were willing to invest in getting it ‘right’ once the participants find the experience valuable. With the Hole in Space prototype it involved both placing the camera and the device at home in the ‘right’ place and pointing into the ‘right’ direction.

**Balancing the use effort and ambience**

Our design for fleeting interaction provoked the participants to place the device on a spot at home, where they would not need to sit down to use the device. They considered sitting down for the device to be of too much effort in regards to what the device delivered. The need for sporadic interactions with domestic ambient displays is also noted earlier [32]. The users were willing to invest only minimal time and effort for interacting with the device, which was designed to deliver information for peripheral awareness. What is, nevertheless, interesting is how they placed the device in a central place, a ‘prime site’ [4], so that it was not only easily accessible and effortless to use but also a salient reminder of the cottage.

The amount of effort the participants were willing to invest with the device is also related to the character of the content that the device served them. The augmentation of the visual stream with news headlines was little appreciated by the study participants. The kind of informative augmentation that we implemented is quite different from the aesthetic augmentation reported by Mughal et al. [23]. In their study the appearance of the visual stream was modified on the basis of real-time sensor data captured from the remote location very much in the manner suggested by our study participants. We augmented the image with news titles from RSS feeds and our participants reported that they would have liked to access the details of some of the news articles they saw floating in the view, but they could only browse the headlines. We intentionally included only the headlines in order to keep the interactions fleeting. Perhaps a way to tag an interesting heading in order to access it later, e.g., on a mobile device or computer would have made the headings more useful while enabling to keep the interactions with the device fleeting. This would be in line with the recommendation by Consolvo et al. [3] to include only ‘sufficient’ information in an ambient display to keep the ambient display ambient.

**Balancing the bandwidth and the active character**

We made intentional decision to keep the refresh rate low (1 pic/10 seconds) for better image quality (1280 x 720 px). The jpeg-compressed images resulted in altogether 500 MB weekly load on data networks. This is different from the study by Mughal et al. [23] why reported using the resolution of 640x480 in streaming video with around 14
frames per second forming up to 70 GB in week from four web streaming cameras. Presently the data connections to summer cottages are often poor, making it important to find alternative ways, such as the lead-in pattern, to make the device appear alive instead of jammed.

Our choice to use reduced frame-rate in the benefit of image quality is a likely reason for a finding that seems to conflict with keeping the ambient view in the background of attention (recommended in [3]). Our study participants considered the design rather passive, which implies they would have wanted the intended ambient device to be less ambient. This is curious, as it could be expected that the more passive an ambient display is, the more it would fall into the periphery thus contributing to its intended ambient character.

Based on the feedback from the participants, the rather slow rate of picture update as well as the ability to interact with the device through the designed inputs provoked them to expect more, e.g. they suggested to be able communicate through the device. We assume that by including live audio and video from the remote place, and possibly also enabling the news tagging and sharing, could contribute to the experience of a more active device without transforming it too active and into a distraction. The boundary between an ambient peripheral and active appliance appears foggy and we see that finding an appropriate balance requires testing and getting feedback with particular implementations.

Balancing between different experiences
Based on our study, we see that artefacts that people utilise to enhance place presence can draw simultaneously on multiple different kinds of place experiences [30], i.e. intimate, conceptual, and technology-mediated experiences. The Hole in Space prototype extended an existing intimate place experience of a summer cottage by entering the participants’ home in a way that they experienced as a symbol and an avatar of the cottage. The active place presence was visible in how the place, as experienced with and through the Hole in Space device, influenced on what our study participants talked about and oriented towards. It triggered discussions and new behaviours associated to the summer cottage. The participants considered these as positive impacts to the extent that they would have liked to keep the device.

The active place presence that the Hole in Space prototype supported is essentially different from a place experience that is established, e.g., with a surveillance camera on remote personal property. While a surveillance camera could also deliver a pre-conceptual technology-mediated experience of a cherished place, a surveillance system may contribute to experiencing the remote place in more than one way. It may instigate a sense of fear that something bad may happen and thereafter a feeling of obligation to check the status of the remote place. Hindus et al. [16] recognised the effect of designs that mediate communication to have on people’s sense of obligation for others. Our participants recognised the significance of the system being positive, and considered it good that our design guided attention away from the surveillance frame, which would not only promote fear but also the feeling of obligation to keep checking that everything is fine in the remote end.

Place attachment and place presence
In the field of environmental psychology Lewicka [20] has criticised studies of place attachment to move little beyond the founding studies by Relph [25] and Tuan [30] over the last 40 years. She suggests attending on the social processes, design processes, and the processes through which people form relationship with places in the furthering of theoretical understandings of place attachment. Our intent was to design for active place presence, and we outlined place presence to refer to the influence of a place in people’s daily life, i.e. how it is manifested in discussion, memorising, planning, experiencing, etc. where the place is treated as a topic. We see place presence as a fruitful concept to begin also to explore how place attachment evolves on the basis of how people resource [36] the experiences of particular places in their interaction.

CONCLUSIONS
We outlined the design challenge of active place presence at home and reported a study with a design prototype, Hole in Space, which addressed the challenge. The reported design process was driven by considerations of aesthetics and socio-material organization of home [5,22] and calm interaction [33]. The interactivity was designed with three key principles: 1) to behave in a calm-but-responsive manner, 2) to deliver a lead-in into full engagement, and 3) to support fleeting interactions in an intimate way. We conducted two pilot studies and a seven-month long-term study that investigated how people would appropriate the design prototype into their homes, and how the device would be able to contribute to the active place presence.

When designing for active place presence in the home designers need to balance between several tensions involving the effort of use, the ambient character of the data, and the way the bandwidth is used. On the basis of the study we conclude with design recommendations for the active place presence at home:

1. Embrace high local specificity of detail and allow for users to decide where to place and point the camera.
2. Value material and finishing quality for a well-blending aesthetic appeal.
3. Design the device behaviour to be calm-but-responsive in the support of low-threshold low-effort use.
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